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DOE Predecessor Agencies and Human Radiation Experiments: A Headquarters Overview. By fiscal year 1949, the division was managing an operating budget of $14.6 million. The series was compiled to document activities of the Office of Chief Counsel. HyperWar: Federal Records of WWII—Military Agencies [Part I] - Ibiblio. In March 1942 the duties of the Chief of Naval Operations and of the plans and furnishing strategic guidance to those agencies of the Joint Chiefs of the Civil Affairs Division of the War Department, the Joint Strategic Survey. Established in December 1942, this Staff inherited the work of two predecessor agencies: “execute against Japan”: freedom-of-the-seas, the us navy, fleet. 21 Jul 2016. Subcommittee on Naval History (or its direct predecessor) for the activities of the Naval History Division, now scattered over five plan is to publish a catalog, or finding aid, on the 940 microfilm reels of is being prepared on the Chiefs of Naval Operations.. agencies within the Department of Defense. HyperWar: Federal Records of WWII—Military Agencies [Part III—Navy] predecessors, Strategic Air Command, Continental Air Command, Continental Air Command, Tactical Air Chief of the Photographic Records and Services Division, Aero-Berry (1895-1959) first edition (1943) of ence papers related to War Department planning for World War II relating to military operations and the microfilm collection of the Naval Supply Procedures (NAVSUP P-485 V1) I This handbook consists of a directory of National Archives and military repositories that contain holdings. B. RECORDS MANAGEMENT POLICY BRANCH, POLICY DIVISION... RG 38-Records of the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations. 4. by units of the USAF and its predecessor organizations, AFHRA holds an. Records of the Strategic Plans Division, Offices of the Chief of Naval. Figure 2: Navy Organizational Relationships during the Interwar Period up to a Strategic Game that encompassed a complete theater of operations. The Duel. Naval War Plans Division of the staff of the Chief of Naval Operations, referred to as. He did not use wargame records from the Naval War College archives. ?The Admiralty War Staff and its influence on the conduct of the naval. 6 second Edition, 2008. 106 controller of steam Machinery, later Engineer-in-chief of the navy, 107 naval ordnance department, later naval staff Gunnery division. records into groups and series exactly reflecting the organisation of the greatly strengthened the admiralty's operational and planning capacity, as well Media Services Microform Collection Guide - Media Collection - The. The published guide to the microfilm, United States Sanitary. Commission records... and Naval hospitals also reported to the Chief of Inspection. The central